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This thesis documents the importance of multicultural literature in educational environments and provides strategies for implementing the literature into the curriculum. Without the knowledge and the background of what's available in this particular genre and how it can be used effectively, integration of materials into the curriculum cannot occur.

The African American and Hispanic American bibliographies were developed from the materials in the Pyne Poynt Family School Library to be used as teaching tools for the staff when developing resource-based units of instruction and assignments. With this awareness, usage of the multicultural materials in the collection should increase over a period of time by the staff and student body.
The purpose of this thesis was to define the usage of multiculturalism in our society, provide strategies for implementing multicultural materials into lesson plans and develop bibliographies that would assist teachers in the integration of multicultural literature throughout the curriculum. The African American and Hispanic American bibliographies are to be used as reference packets for instructional activities within the school.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to document the importance of multicultural literature in educational environments. It will also provide strategies for implementing the multicultural literature into the curriculum. This is of extreme significance for the Pyne Poynt Family School located in Camden, New Jersey, which is comprised of a student body that is approximately 50% Hispanic and 50% African-American. The library there possesses a wealth of multicultural literature (fiction, non-fiction, biographical and media) that reflects the heritages of the student population, as well as many other cultures. These materials were purchased in the early 90's, and have been enhanced yearly through funds from the Quality Education Act. The district allotted this money to the schools for the specific purpose of providing appropriate and accurate resources for acquiring knowledge, but also to foster and improve our students' self-esteem through visualization and the reading of relevant literature.

It is my opinion however, that this colorful, insightful and valuable literature is underutilized by both staff and students in their classroom environment. Therefore, it is my desire to provide our staff with bibliographic materials that can be integrated into the curriculum. While it should be the aim of every media specialist to fully infuse their library with as much diversity as possible, the development of an African-American and
Hispanic multicultural collection will be the focus of this thesis.

Included is a bibliography which is a representative sampling of the available multicultural materials of African-Americans and Hispanics, in the Pyne Poynt Library, so that the staff and students may benefit from its proximity and usage in the curriculum. Print materials will include: children's fiction, young adult fiction, non-fiction "900" historical, geographical and cultural materials, and reference sources. Video and software mediums will also be provided. Once the staff becomes more aware of what is available through this ready reference packet of available multicultural materials in the Pyne Poynt School library, they can begin to incorporate these resources into their lessons plans and assignments for their students.

As educators, our goal is to increase and expand our student's appreciation, understanding, sensitivity and knowledge of the culturally diverse world in which we live, while enhancing their self-esteem through ethnic literature. Hopefully, the bibliographies will become a tool that will increase the usage of the collection when the teachers and the media specialist cooperatively plan resource based units that cover various aspects of the curriculum.
CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

History

The history of library services and collection development in respect to culture has progressed through several phases. In the beginning, the focus was on European immigrants who assimilated into America's middle class in the 1920s through the 1950s. In the 1960s and 70s, patronage to racial minorities was emphasized as part of "library services to the disadvantaged" (Peterson, 1995). Now in the 1980s and 90s where everything must be "politically correct," the focus has become "multicultural," which defines almost every possible group seeking recognition.

Developing an appreciation for many cultures is a national educational concern tied to the emerging demographics of our nation and the rapid disappearance of political boundaries that previously isolated many ethnic groups. Indeed "multiculturalism" has been taken up by politicians who find it a useful tool to inflame the passions of partisans of varying persuasions. For some it symbolizes the evil forces of an international conspiracy to destroy our "way of life." To others "it" becomes a rallying cry to stake out some territory restricted to all but the certified cultural members (Marantz, 1995).
According to a report cited in *School Library Journal*, May 1993, members of four minority groups: African-Americans, Hispanic-Americans, Asian-Americans and Native-Americans make up nearly one-third of the school age population in the United States and it is predicted that they will be one-half of the school population by the year 2035 (McElmeel, 1993).

**Purpose of Multiculturalism**

Children of all races should be able to identify with literary characters from many different cultures. The contributions of authors and illustrators whose works reflect these cultures must not be relegated only to special focus weeks or months (McElmeel, 1993). All children should be exposed to a diversity of cultures and heritages, and not just role models and literature of their own cultures. The only way children grow is to become tolerant of the differences of other people while learning how to respect others and their ideas. Children growing up in these environments should not think that playing sports is the only way an African-American can make a mark on the world, or that all Hispanic-Americans are migrant workers or that all Native-Americans are Indian war-mongers wearing feathers and face paint (McElmeel, 1993). Students also benefit from reading literature that reflects their own ethnic and cultural background. Some literature can be an important tool in helping all students develop a healthy self-concept, one that is based on a knowledge of, and a sense of pride in, family background.
Hence the push for "multiculturalism" in our schools and communities.

We must recognize the importance of multicultural literature and education in a society as ethnically diverse as the United States. Banks (1992) explains that the curriculum should encourage and assist students to understand the values, beliefs and stereotypes associated with their particular family and community affiliation. Minority cultures and the cultures of other nations should also be represented in our curriculums. Experts in multicultural education frequently emphasize the importance of using literature to increase cultural awareness. Whether the literature used is in the form of picture books, fiction, non-fiction, reference, video or CDs, it should accurately reflect and portray the history, customs, values and language of a particular cultural group. Through sharing carefully selected literature, students can learn to understand and to appreciate a literary heritage that comes from many diverse backgrounds (Peterson, 1995).

Multicultural Limitations

With national educational goals for our students to excel in the core subject areas dictated by the state, some teachers find themselves limited when trying to integrate multicultural literature into the curriculum. Limited budgets and mandated curriculums often hinder the teacher's efforts to explore and pursue the study of multicultural literature. In addition, large numbers of teachers enter the profession untrained to teach multicultural
literature and the ethnic experience. Doubting their own ability to evaluate multicultural materials, they question the validity of the subject matter (Patterson, 1982). Patterson notes that by taking a deeper look into the mindset of teachers, research reveals that some harbor prejudices that inhibit their willingness to subscribe to multicultural learning and if pressured to teach it, do so on a limited basis. Educators Adams, Prado and Schniedewind (1992) stress the importance of having the staff and faculty recognize the need to analyze their own cultural habits, values and beliefs before an effective approach for the integration of multicultural literature into the curriculum can come to fruition. Research has indicated that effective teaching strategies are an area of concern to teachers who serve multicultural students. Implementing teaching strategies, exploring teaching styles and providing training are key to the inclusion of multiculturalism in the classroom (Davis, 1994).

Libraries and media specialists assist in these areas by acting as major sources of knowledge within every school and community. They have a unique responsibility to help society and educators grapple with the ramifications of multiculturalism. Their very survival as an institution is in jeopardy if they do not succeed at these tasks (Peterson, 1995). Therefore, they must develop their collections to reflect the needs of our growing ethnic populations in all forms of library medium.
In recent years public issues have generated considerable interest in different ethnic heritages. As a result, there are numerous materials which reflect the African-American and Hispanic/Latino experience. They are still not as readily accessible or available through mainstream catalogs or jobbers as Eurocentric materials, but this too is improving. It is really a matter of knowing where to look for materials. One must make a concerted effort to familiarize oneself with authors and publishers that focus on specific cultural groups. Reference materials are even harder to locate (Kamin, 1995).

Culturally diverse literature and references familiarize students with ethnic experiences of others and demonstrate the value of a rainbow society such as ours. Books and other mediums in which people can see themselves have been shown to motivate reading and research, thereby facilitating the goal of literacy for all. Searching, evaluating, purchasing and planning are key elements for the ultimate multicultural collection.

Curriculum Integration

Curriculum integration, teacher collaboration and cooperative planning are all terms used to underscore the importance of working with staff in order to empower students with meaningful knowledge and skills (LeLoup, 1996).

In a recent informal survey of school library media specialists conducted by Harlan R. Johnson (1996), librarians found teachers to be quite
interested in specific ways multicultural literature can be integrated into the curriculum. Communication was stressed as the key factor so a level of trust can be built between the librarian and teacher. Teachers and librarians must first communicate with one another frequently to build a rapport and acceptance of the knowledge each possesses. Once a teacher sees that communication results in materials being provided, the integration process can begin.

The involvement of the librarian in curriculum development provides a base for materials selection and allows them access to the teachers for the suggestion of appropriate items to support the curriculum. The sharing of information and resources is of primary importance, whether it is done formally or informally. Johnson (1996, p. 2) suggests for an initial collaboration with a specific teacher, a positive approach is to provide a new way of teaching an old unit with the inclusion of as many multicultural materials as possible. "Be proactive, show teachers what will likely work for them. Plan the lesson or unit cooperatively, show teachers how to infuse multicultural audiovisual and computer applications into their teaching. Showcase what teachers are doing to integrate multicultural materials into their lessons."

A librarian might best influence the infusion of multicultural material into the curriculum by planning with classroom teachers and suggesting materials that provide a multicultural awareness. Sharron McElmeel (1993)
explains how a book or any other medium can be useful in a school collection deemed "multicultural" when it supports or enriches the curriculum, usually in the areas of social studies, science, math, language arts or reading. For example, during the introduction of the mathematical concept of "sets," books by Mitsumasa Anno might be suggested for use. Anno is a Japanese author and illustrator whose books deal with many mathematical concepts. While the primary purpose for using one of his books may be his interest in math, sharing information about his Japanese heritage will validate the contributions of the Japanese in our culture. The usage of multicultural materials should provide additional content on topics of interest to the students.

Be aware though, that change will not occur overnight. Teachers who have been used to teaching independently of media center resources and technology will not suddenly start seeking the librarian's assistance and knowledge (LeLoup, 1996). The successful integration of multicultural literature into the curriculum is a personal thing. Individual contact is necessary to make it work.
CHAPTER THREE
CURRICULUM MATERIALS

When considering materials to review or purchase for a multicultural collection, five major areas of interest should first be examined: Biography, History, Literature (writer's, illustrators, poetry, criticisms, quotations), Arts and Sports. While there are many materials available for each subject area, a bibliography of the multicultural items located in the Pyne Poynt Family School library will be provided.

For each item, one will find that their PURPOSE is clear and defined, the AUTHORITY of the work is highly credible, the SCOPE is comprehensive for the subject, the CURRENCY is not too out of date, the COST is within reasonable budgets, the FORMAT is straightforward, the READABILITY level meets the needs of the patron's intended use (pleasure or research) and it supports the CURRICULUM in a major subject area. All of the items listed in the bibliography to be provided, (fiction, non-fiction, reference, video, and CD's) have been reviewed and recommended by literary sources and have met the criteria of what to look for when selecting materials.
This is a guide to a "representative sampling" of the information that the Pyne Poynt Library has to offer on the topics of African-Americans and African culture. You will find that these sources will help you learn facts about African Americans and the cultures they came from.
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Smead, Howard.
The Afro-Americans. 1989; 973 SME

Spangler, Earl.
The Blacks in America. 1987; 973 SPA

Strickland, Arvah.
The Black American Experience. 1974; 973 STR
Families: Poems Celebrating the African-American Experience. 1994; 811 STR

Sullivan, Charles. Children of Promise. African American Literature and Art for Young People. 1991; 810 SUL

Thomas, Joyce.
Brown Honey in Broomwheat Tea. 1993; 811 THO

Wilkerson, Margaret.
9 Plays by Black Women. 1986; 812 WIL

Wilmer, Valerie.
The Face of Black Music. 1976; 780 WIL

Yount, Lisa.
Black Scientists. 1991; 920 YOU
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NON-FICTION (continued)

Series books of Countries: Each series (Chelsea House, Let's Visit..., A New True Book, Cultures of the World) provides information on the countries listed below. These books are located throughout the 960 and 970 sections, and are copyrighted in the early 1990s.

Algeria
Angola
Ethiopia
Kenya
Liberia
Libya
Mali
Morocco
New Guinea
Nigeria
North Africa
South Africa
Tanzania
Uganda
Zimbabwe

SOFTWARE

3 1/2 disk. Database of over 200 biographical entries and events.


MULTICULTURAL KITS

Blacks in the Arts; Historic Black Abolitionists; Historic Black Firsts;
Historic Black Pioneers; Historic Black Women; Historical Kings and
Queens

Multicultural Celebrations 1 and 2. 1992 and 1994. 18 stories of different cultures around the world. Kit contains Lesson Plans, Audio Cassette for each book, Posters, Skill Activities. The African American stories are:
Carnival; Imani's Gift at Kwanzaa; Happy Birthday, Dr. King
VIDEOS

A Hero Ain't Nothing But A Sandwich. 107 min. AA LIT
A Raisin In the Sun. 128 min. AA LIT
A Woman Called Moses. 200 min. AA LIT
The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pitman. 106 min. AA 92
Africa. AA SS
   Physical Geography. 25 min.
   History and Culture. 19 min.
   Land and People. 21 min.
   A Voyage of Discovery. 37 min.
African & African American Folktales. 15 min each. AA LIT
   How Anansi Obtained the Sky; Talk; Bruh Fox and Doc Rabbit
   Build a House
Amazing Grace. 10 min. AA MUS
Benjamin Banneker: Freedom Man. 61 min. AA 92
Black Americans of Achievement (series). 30 min. each. AA 92
   George Washington Carver
   Frederick Douglass
   Jesse Jackson
   Martin Luther King Jr.
   Malcom X
   Thurgood Marshall
   Colin Powell
   Jackie Robinson
   Wilma Rudolph
   Harriet Tubman
   Sojourner Truth
   Madam C. J. Walker
   Booker T. Washington
Black is my Color: The African American Experience. 17 min. AA SS
Black Like Me. 107 min. AA LIT
Bring the Rain to Kapititi Plain. 29 min. AA LIT
The Buffalo Soldiers. 47 min. AA SS
Caldecott Video Library. 15 min each. AA LIT
   A Story - A Story
   The Village of Round and Square Houses
   Why Mosquitoes Buzz in People's Ears
   Mufaro's Beautiful Daughters
Cry the Beloved Country. 112 min. AA SS
Eyes on the Prize: Civil Rights Years. 110 min. AA SS
Glory. 134 min. AA SS
Gifted Hands: The Ben Carson Story. 60 min. AA 92
Follow the Drinking Gourd. 30 min. AA LIT
Half Slave: Half Free. 120 min AA SS
VIDEOS (continued)

Holiday Facts & Fun: Martin Luther King Day. 12 min. AA SS
The History of Great Black Baseball Players. 58 min. AA SS
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. 96 min. AA LIT
John Henry. 30 min. AA 398
The Learning Tree. 107 min. AA LIT
Native Son. 112 min. AA LIT
Keat’s Stories about Peter. 15 min. each. AA LIT
Goggles; Apt. 3; the Snowy Day.
Koi and the Kola Nuts. 30 min. AA LIT
Langston Hughes: Voice and Vision. 60 min. AA 92
Louis Armstrong. 74 min. AA 92
Malcolm X: Death of a Prophet. 60 min. AA 92.
Malcolm X. 201 min. AA 92
Mandela: The Man and his Country. 50 min. AA 92
Martin Luther King Commemorative Collection. 30 min each. AA SS
Legacy of a Dream; Montgomery to Memphis; Speech Collection
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. 115 min. AA LIT
Roots: The Original series. (6 parts) 95 min each. AA LIT
Roots: The Next Generation series. (7 parts) 96 min each. AA LIT
Separate but Equal. 188 min. AA SS
Songhai Princess. 30 min. AA LIT
Sounder. 105 min. AA LIT
Uncle Tom’s Cabin. 108 min. AA LIT
Zora Neale Hurston: Is My Name. 47 min. AA 92
Wilma. 100 min. AA LIT
Wonderworks (series). AA LIT

And the Children Shall Lead. 58 min.
Brother Future. 115 min.
House of Dies Drear. 116 min.
Mighty Pawns. 58 min.
Runaway. 58 min.
You Must Remember This. 102 min.
Words By the Heart. 116 min.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

HISPANIC AMERICANS-HISPANIC CULTURE

PYNE POYNT LIBRARY/MEDIA CENTER
CAMDEN, NJ 08102

CORLETTE MAYS
LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALIST

This is a guide to a "representative sampling" of the information that the Pyne Poynt Library has to offer on the topics of Hispanic-Americans and Hispanic culture. You will find that these sources will help you learn facts about Hispanic Americans and the cultures they came from.

REFERENCE-ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Amicana Encyclopedia 1991
Britannica Encyclopedia 1992
Compton's Encyclopedia 1992
Encyclopedia of Black America 1981
Funk and Wagnall's Encyclopedia 1993
New Book of Knowledge 1992 and 1995
New Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia 1996
New Grolier Student Encyclopedia 1996
New Standard Encyclopedia 1994
Oxford's Children's Encyclopedia 1991
Reference Library of Hispanic America 1993
World Book Encyclopedia 1996
World Book Multimedia Encyclopedia 1996
World Book People and Places 1993

GENERAL REFERENCE

My First 100 Words in Spanish and English. 1991
Let's Learn Spanish Picture Dictionary. 1994
Diccionario Enciclopedico. 1989
Cassell's Spanish/English Dictionary 1968
Hispanic Americans of Achievement. Chelsea House (dates in 1980s and 1990s.) Hispanic Stories, Raintree Steck-Vaughn. (dates in the 1980s and 1990s). There are multiple copies of each title listed. This is the bulk of the biography collection. Many of these titles are also available in bilingual versions.

Luis Alvarez - Spanish American Scientist. 92 ALV
Pedro Mendendez de Aviles - Spanish Explorer. 92 AVI
Joan Baez - Mexican American Folksinger. 92 BAE
Ruben Blades - Panama Lawyer. 92 BLA
Simon Bolivar - Venezuelan Military Leader. 92 BOL
Jorge Luis Borges - Argentine Writer. 92 BOR
Pablo Casals - Spanish Musician/ Conductor. 92 CAS
Fidel Castro - Cuban Political and Military Leader. 92 CAS
Miguel de Cervantes - Spanish Author. 92 CER
Cesar Chavez - Mexican American Labor Leader. 92 CHA
Julio Cesar Chavez - Mexican Boxing Champion. 92 CHA
El Cid - Mexican Military Leader. 92 CID
Ferdinand and Isabella - King and Queen of Spain. 92 FER
Roberto Clemente - Puerto Rican Baseball Star. 92 CLE
Henry Cisneros - Mexican American Politician. 92 CIS
Hernan Cortes - Spanish Explorer. 92 COR
Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz - Mexican Poet. 92 CRU
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla - Mexican Priest. 92 COS
Salvador Dali - Spanish Painter. 92 DAL
Placido Domingo - Spanish Opera Singer. 92 DOM
Gloria Estefan - Cuban American Singer. 92 EST
David Farragut - Spanish American Military Leader. 92 FAR
Carlos Finlay - Cuban Physician. 92 FIN
Bernardo de Galvez - Spanish American Governor. 92 GAL
Juan Gonzalez - Puerto Rican Baseball Star. 92 GON
Francisco Jose de Goya - Spanish Painter. 92 Goy
Ernesto Che Guevara - Cuban Revolutionary. 92 GUE
Julio Iglesias - Spanish Singer. 92 IGL
Benito Juarez - Mexican President. 92 JUA
Raul Julia - Puerto Rican Actor. 92 JUL
Frida Kahlo - Mexican Painter. 92 KAH
Juan Ponce de Leon - Spanish Explorer. 92 LEO
Nancy Lopez - Mexican American Golf Star. 92 LOP
Luis Munoz Marin - Puerto Rican Governor. 92 MAR
Gabriel Garcia Marquez - Columbian Author. 92 MAR
Jose Marti - Cuban Revolutionary/ Poet. 92 MAR
BIOGRAPHIES (continued)

Vilma Martinez - Spanish American Lawyer. 92 MAR
Rita Moreno - Puerto Rican Actress/Singer. 92 MOR
Pablo Neruda - Chilean Poet/Diplomat. 92 NER
Octavio Paz - Mexican Poet. 92 PAZ
Juan and Evita Peron - Spanish Political Leaders. 92 PER
Pablo Picasso - Spanish Painter. 92 PIC
Anthony Quinn - Mexican American Actor. 92 QUI
Diego Rivera - Mexican Painter. 92 RIV
Geraldo Rivera - Talk Show Host. 92 RIV
Linda Ronstadt - Mexican American Singer. 92 RON
Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna - Mexican Politician. 92 ANN
George Santayana - Spanish Poet. 92 SAN
Junipero Serra - Spanish Explorer. 92 SER
Hernando de Soto - Spanish Explorer. 92 SOT
Lee Trevino - Mexican American Golfer. 92 TREF
Pancho Villa - Mexican Revolutionary. 92 VIL
Emiliano Zapata - Mexican Revolutionary. 92 ZAP

FOLKTALES

Aardema, Verna.
Borrequita and the Coyote. 1991: SP 398
Blanco, Alberto.
The Desert Mermaid: La Sirena De Desierto. 1992. SP 398
Finger, Charles.
Tales from Silver Lands. 1924. 398 FIN
Pilling, Ann.
Realms of Gold. Myths and Legends from Around the World. 1993: 398 PIL
Rohmer, Harriet.
Atariba & Niguayona. 1969: SP 398
The Invisible Hunters: Los Cazadores Invisibles. 1987: SP 398
Mother Scorpion Country: La Tierra de la Madre Escorpion. 1987: SP 398
The Woman Who Outshone the Sun: La Mujer Que Brillaba Aun Mas Que El Sol. 1991: SP 398
Van Etten, Teresa.
Spanish American Folktales. 1990: 398 VAN
Tales for Telling from Around the World. 1991: 398 TAL
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FICTION

Ananya, Rudolfo.
   The Farolitas of Christmas. 1987: F ANA
Brimmer, Larry.
   Merry Christmas, Old Armadillo. 1995: F BRI
Disney, Walt. 1994. SP DIS
   Aladdin
   Bambi
   La Sirenita (Little Mermaid)
   La Noche de la Narices Frias (101 Dalmatians)
   La Bella y la Bestia (Beauty and the Beast)
Dorros, Arthur.
   Abuela. 1991: SP DOR
Garcia, Richard.
   My Aunt Otilla's Spirits: Los Espiritus de mi tia Ottilia. 1987: SP RIC
Garza, Carmen.
   Family Pictures: Cuadros de Familia. 1990: SP GAR
Nodor, Carmen.
   Abuelita's Paradise. 1992: SP NOR
Rohmer, Harriet.
   Uncle Nacho's Hat; El Sombrero de Tio Nacho. 1989: SP ROH
   Mr. Sugar Came to Town: La Visita de Sr. Azucar. 1990: SP ROH
Soto, Gary.
   The Skirt. 1992: F SOT
Zapater, Beatriz.
   Three Kings' Day. 1992: F ZAP
   Fiesta! 1992: F ZAP

NON-FICTION

Delacre, Lulu.
   Las Navidades: Popular Christmas Songs from Latin America. 1990: SP 784.
Griego, Margot.
   Tortillitas Para Mama and Other Nursery Rhymes in Spanish/English. 1981: SP 398
Gomez, Paolo.
   Food in Mexico. 1989: 394 GOM
Lareem, Ronald.
   The Puerto Ricans in America. 1989: 973 LAR
Perl, Lila.
Silverthorne, Elizabeth.
Fiesta: Mexico's Great Celebrations. 1992: 394 SIL
Simmott, Susan.
Extraordinary Hispanic Americans. 1991: 973 SIN
Thompson, Kathleen.
Puerto Rico. 1991: 972 THO
Peoples of North America (Chelsea House series) 1991: 973
  Central Americans
  Cuban Americans
  Dominican Americans
  Mexican Americans
  Puerto Ricans
  South Americans

Series books of Countries: Each series (Chelsea House, Let's Visit..., A New True Book, Cultures of the World) provides information on the countries listed below. These books are located throughout the 980 section, and are copyrighted in the early 1990s.
  Argentina
  Bolivia
  Brazil
  Chile
  Columbia
  Cuba
  Ecuador
  El Salvador
  Guatemala
  Mexico
  Nicaragua
  Paraguay
  Peru
  Portugal
  Puerto Rico
  Spain
  Uruguay
  Venezuela
SOFTWARE


MULTICULTURAL KITS

Multicultural Celebrations 1 and 2. 1992 and 1994. 18 stories of different cultures around the world. Kit contains Lesson Plans, Audio Cassette for each book, Posters, Skill Activities. The Hispanic American stories are:

Fiesta; Three Kings Day; Mother's Day: El Dia de las Madres

VIDEOS

Christmas in Mexico. 13 min. SP SS
Hispanic Americans of Achievement (series) 30 min. each. SP 92
- Joan Baez
- Simon Bolivar
- Cesar Chavez
- Hernan Cortes
- Roberto Clemente
- Ferdinand & Isabella
- Juan & Evita Peron
- Sonia Sanchez
- Pancho Villa

Hispanic Culture Series: 25 min. each
- People of the Caribbean. SP SS
- Bilingual Americans. SP SS
- Puerto Rico: Land and Culture. SP SS

The Magical Coqui. 15 min. SP LIT
Mexican Prehistoric Culture. 25 min. SP SS
Music of Latin America. 20 min. SP SS
Our World, Many Worlds: Hispanic Diversity in the U.S. 20 min. SP SS
Spain. 25 min each
- Land and People. SP SS
- History and Culture. SP SS
South America: Physical Geography, 25 min. SP SS
Wonderworks (series).
- Gryphon. 58 min. SP LIT
- Maricela. 58 min. SP LIT
- Sweet 15. 58 min. SP LIT
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